Concepts for expanding the challenge and offering online engaging tools

Online Wellness Account
For Each Participant
Each participant is given an online
account to track their activity, nutrition,
measurements  and  goals.    But  it  doesn’t  
stop there… Each account will deliver:
 Guidance in the form of workouts,
meal plans, motivation and
education.
 Engagement with live leader
boards to track their progress and
their  cities’  progress  in  the  
challenge.
 Rewards. By using the online
site, the user is earning Health
Reward Points that can be
redeemed towards items in the
Health Rewards Store

Guidance for Participants
with Automatic Weight Loss
Programming
Participants can receive a guidance
program that reaches out to them on
a regular basis, reminding them to
log in to their online wellness
account. Each participant will
receive:
 Articles and videos designed
to motivate and educate
 Workouts with video
 Meal plans
 Weight goal tracker
 Downloadable grocery lists
and meal plans to always
have handy
 Weekly tasks to stay on track
and organized

Challenge Leader Board
Visible 24/7
Keeps Them Engaged!
Within their wellness account is a
challenge leader board that they
can stay on top of to see how they
are doing in the challenge.










Individual, Team vs. Team and
Location vs. Location challenges
available
Allows for accountability partners to
get weekly reports on their
progress
Facebook integration allows for
comments about the challenge to
post on their Facebook Wall
Live countdown timer lets them
know how long is left, and live
updates appear each time
someone updates their weight.
City vs. City Scores
The challenge leader board allows for individual resident
score viewing, and city vs. city viewing. This is perfect for
city vs. city rivalries all with the end goal of healthier
residents

Personal Wellness Account
Is Visible on Mobile Devices
Via A Special App
Users will have the ability to connect
to their online accounts using the free
mobile app that comes with their
online wellness account. The app includes
mobile access to see the following:
 Challenge leader board
 Mobile nutrition logging
 Mobile exercise logging
 Mobile guidance from the program section

Confidential – Exclusive Pricing for Mayors Fitness Challenge Cities
Option 1: Mayors Fitness Challenge branded wellness site with customized city name in header
Inclusions:
 Residents would be sent to a Universally branded information page and sign up
page
 City would receive a team in the challenge
 City would receive unlimited online accounts for residents
 Access would run for the duration of the 10 week challenge
 Residents would have the option of subscription membership after challenge
Cost:
 $1500.00 for unlimited users for the duration of the challenge

Confidential – Exclusive Pricing for Mayors Fitness Challenge Cities
Option 2: Custom branded wellness site for a city
Inclusions:
 Customized landing website that includes in depth information about the
challenge, and the online wellness accounts available for all residents, and the
accounts benefits
 Sponsor locations for sponsor advertising on website and on each users online
wellness account
 Cities would have city-branded wellness accounts for each user
 City would receive a team in the challenge
 Inclusion  of  a  “Message  from  the  Mayor”  section  throughout  the  challenge  with  
unlimited updates
 Schedule of events included for city challenge-related functions
 Access would run for the duration of the 10 week challenge
 Residents would have the option of subscription membership after challenge
Cost:
 $4000.00 for unlimited users for the duration of the challenge
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